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Author's response to reviews:

Dear BMC Cancer Production Team,

following your request we have made the following changes to the manuscript:

1. We have changed the authors listing, which now appears exactly the same in the manuscript and in the online submission form
2. Table 4 has been referenced as Table 4a and Table 4b. Accordingly, Table cites have been actualized.
3. When citing figures, all cites now read as "Figure" instead of "Fig".
4. Reference [49] has been eliminated from the manuscript. Reference [50] has been included in the manuscript text and then became reference [27]. Any subsequent reference has been actualized accordingly.
5. Any underlining in the manuscript has been eliminated.
6. The affiliation presented as "Present address" is now listed as "Current address".
7. Typographical errors have been eliminated and the manuscript has been proof-read for spelling consistency.

We hope to have fulfilled any requested formatting changes.

On behalf of the corresponding author,

best regards,

Jürgen Veeck